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Abstract

Personalization based on Web usage mining can enhance the effectiveness and scalability of collabora-
tive filtering. However, without semantic knowledge about the underlying domain, such systems cannot
recommend different types of complex objects based in their underlying properties and attributes. This
paper provides an overview of approaches for incorporating semantic knowledge into Web usage mining
and personalization processes. We present two general approaches to integrate semantic knowledge ex-
tracted from the content features of pages into the usage-based personalization process. Next, we present
a general framework of integrating domain ontologies with Web Usage Mining and Personalization. In
each case, we discuss how semantic knowledge is leveraged and represented in the preprocessing and
pattern discovery phases, as well as how it is used to enhance usage-based personalization.

1 Introduction

One of the most widely used technologies for building personalization and recommendation systems is collab-
orative filtering (CF) [9]. Given a target user’s record of activity or preferences, CF-based techniques, such
as the k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) approach, compare that record with the historical records of other users
in order to find the top k users who have similar tastes or interests. The mapping of a visitor record to its
neighborhood could be based on similarity in ratings of items, access to similar content or pages, or purchase
of similar items. The identified neighborhood is then used to recommend items not already accessed or pur-
chased by the active user. The advantage of this approach over purely content-based approaches which rely
on content similarity in item-to-item comparisons is that it can capture “pragmatic” relationships among
items based on how their intended use or based on similar tastes of the users.

The CF-based techniques, however, suffer from some well-known limitations [16]. For the most part
these limitations are related to the scalability and efficiency of the kNN approach which requires real-time
computation in both the neighborhood formation and the recommendation phases. Web usage mining [17]
techniques, that rely on offline pattern discovery from users’ Web transactions, have been used effectively to
improve the scalability of personalization systems based on traditional collaborative filtering [10, 13, 14].

However, the pure usage-based approach to personalization has an important drawback: the recommen-
dation process relies on the existing user transaction data, thus items or pages added to a site recently cannot
be recommenced. This is generally referred to as the “new item problem”. A common approach to revolving
this problem in collaborative filtering has been to integrate content characteristics of pages with the user
ratings or judgments [5, 15]. Generally, in these approaches, keywords are extracted from the content on
the Web site and are used to either index pages by content or classify pages into various content categories.
In the context of personalization, this approach would allow the system to recommend pages to a user, not
only based on a similar users, but also (or alternatively) based on the content similarity of these pages to
the pages user has already visited.

Keyword-based approaches, however, are incapable of capturing more complex relationships among ob-
jects at a deeper semantic level based on the inherent properties associated with these objects. To be able
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recommend different types of complex objects using their underlying properties and attributes, the system
must be able to rely on the characterization of user segments and objects, not just based on keywords, but
at a deeper semantic level using the domain ontologies for the objects.

This paper gives an overview approaches for incorporating semantic knowledge into Web usage mining
and personalization processes. First, we discuss two general approaches to integrate semantic knowledge
extracted from the content features of pages into the usage-based personalization process. Next, we present
a general framework of integrating domain ontologies with Web Usage Mining and Web Personalization. In
each case, we discuss how semantic knowledge is leveraged and represented in the preprocessing and pattern
discovery phases, as well as how it is used to enhance usage-based personalization.

2 Elements of Usage-Based Personalization

Generally speaking, usage-based Web personalization systems involve 3 phases: data preparation and trans-
formation, pattern discovery, and recommendation. Of these, the latter is a real-time component, while the
other two phases are performed offline.

For a detailed discussion of preprocessing issues related to Web usage mining see [3]. Usage preprocessing
results in a set of n pageviews, P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn}, and a set of m user transactions, T = {t1, t2, · · · , tm},
where each ti ∈ T is a subset of P . Pageviews are semantically meaningful entities to which mining tasks
are applied (such as pages or products). Conceptually, we view each transaction t as an l-length sequence
of ordered pairs:
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transaction t representing its significance (usually, but not exclusively, based on time duration).
For many data mining tasks, such as clustering and association rule discovery, as well as for collabo-

rative filtering based on the kNN technique, we can represent each user transaction as a vector over the
n-dimensional space of pageviews. Given the transaction t above, the transaction vector
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otherwise. Thus, conceptually, the set of all user transactions can be viewed as an m × n transaction-
pageview matrix, denoted by TP .

Given a set of transactions as described above, a variety of unsupervised knowledge discovery techniques
can be applied to obtain patterns. These techniques such as clustering of transactions (or sessions) can
lead to the discovery of important user or visitor segments. Other techniques such as item (e.g., pageview)
clustering and association or sequential pattern discovery can be used to find important relationships among
items based on the navigational patterns of users in the site. In each case, the discovered patterns can be
used in conjunction with the active user session to provide personalized content. This task is performed by
a recommendation engine.

3 Integrating Web Usage Mining and Personalization with Con-
tent Features

3.1 Extracting Semantic Features from Site Content

One direct source of semantic knowledge that can be integrated into the mining and personalization processes
are content features associated with items on a Web site. These features include keywords, phrases, category
names, or other textual content embedded as meta-information. Content preprocessing involves the extrac-
tion of relevant features from text and meta-data. For features extracted from meta-data, feature weights are
usually provided as part of the domain knowledge specified by the analyst. For features extracted from text
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weights can be derived automatically, for example as a function of the term frequency and inverse document
frequency (tf.idf) which is commonly used in information retrieval.

Further preprocessing on content features can be performed by applying text mining techniques. This
would provide the ability to filter the input to, or the output from, usage mining algorithms. For example,
classification content features based on a concept hierarchy can be used to limit the discovered usage patterns
to those containing pageviews about a certain subject or class of products. Similarly, performing clustering or
association rule mining on the feature space can lead to composite features representing concept categories.

Each pageview p can then be represented as a k-dimensional feature vector, where k is the total number
of extracted features (or composite features) from the site in a global dictionary. This vector is given by:
p = {〈fw(p, f1), fw(p, f2), . . . , fw(p, fk)〉} where fw(p, fj), is the weight of the jth feature in pageview
p ∈ P , for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For the whole collection of pageviews in the site, we have the n× k pageview-feature
matrix PF = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}.

3.2 Content-Enhanced Personalization

There are at least two basic choices as to when content features can be integrated into the usage-based
personalization process: pre-mining integration or post-mining integration.

The pre-mining integration involves the transformation of user transactions, as described earlier, into
“content-enhanced” transactions containing the semantic features of the underlying pageviews. While, in
practice, there are several ways to accomplish this transformation, the most direct approach involves mapping
each pageview in a transaction to one or more content features. The range of this mapping can be the full
feature space, or feature sets (composite features) which in turn may represent concepts or concept categories.
Conceptually, the transformation can be viewed as the multiplication of the transaction-pageview matrix
TP with the pageview-feature matrix PF . The result is a new matrix TF = {t′1, t′2, . . . , t′m}, where each t′i
is a k-dimensional vector over the feature space. Thus, a user transaction can be represented as a content
feature vector, reflecting that user’s interests in particular concepts or topics.

Various data mining tasks can now be performed on the content-enhanced transaction data. For instance,
if we apply association rule mining on such data, then we can get a group of association rules on content
features. As an example, consider a site containing information about movies. This site may contain pages
related to the movies themselves, actors appearing in the movies, directors, and genres. Association rule
mining process could generate a frequent itemset: {“British”, “Romance”, “Comedy” ⇒ “Hugh Grant”},
suggesting that users who are interested in British romantic comedies may also like the actor Hugh Grant.
During online recommendation, the user’s active session (which is also transformed into a feature represen-
tation) is compared with the discovered patterns. Before recommendations are made, the matching patterns
must be mapped back into Web pages or Web objects. In the above example, if the active session matches
the left hand side of the association rule, the recommendation engine could recommend other Web pages
that contains the feature “Hugh Grant”.

The post-mining integration of semantic features into personalization involves combining the results of
mining (performed independently on usage and content data) during the online recommendation phase.
An example of this approach was presented in [12], where clustering algorithms were applied to both the
transaction matrix TP and the transpose of the feature matrix PF . Since both matrices have pageviews
as dimensions, the centroids of the resulting clusters in both cases can be represented as a set of pageview-
weight pairs where the weights signify the frequency of the pageview in the corresponding cluster. We call
the patterns generated from content data “content profiles”, while the patterns derived from usage data are
called “usage profiles”. Though they share the same represenation, they have different semantics: usage
profiles represent a set of transactions with similar user behavior patterns, while content profiles contain a
group of Web pages with similar content.

Each such profile, in turn, can be represented as a vector in the original n-dimensional space of pageviews.
This aggregate representation can be used directly in the recommendation phase: given a new user, u who
has accessed a set of pages, Pu, so far, we can measure the similarity of Pu to the discovered profiles, and
recommend to the user those pages in matching profiles which have not yet been accessed by the user. Note
that this approach does not distinguish between recommendations emanating from the matching content and
usage profiles. Also note that there are many other ways of combining usage profiles and content profiles
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during the online recommendation phase. For example, we can use content profiles as the last resort in the
situation where usage profiles can not provide sufficient recommendations.

The integration of content features with usage-based personalization is desirable when we are dealing
with sites where text descriptions are dominant and other structural relationships in the data are not easy to
obtain, e.g., news sites or online help systems, etc. This approach, however, is incapable of capturing more
complex relations among objects at a deeper semantic level based on the inherent properties associated with
these objects. To be able recommend different types of complex objects using their underlying properties
and attributes, the system must be able to rely on the characterization of user segments and objects, not
just based on keywords, but at a deeper semantic level using the domain ontologies for the objects. In the
next section, we present a framework for integrating domain ontologies with the personalization process.

4 Integrating Web Usage Mining and Personalization with Do-

main Ontologies

At a conceptual level, there may be many different kinds of objects within a given site that are accessible
to users. At the physical level, these objects may be represented by one or more Web pages. For example,
the movie site mentioned earlier may contain pages related to the movies, actors, directors, studios, etc.
Conceptually, each of these entities represents a different type of semantic object. During a visit to this
site, a user may access several of these objects together during a session. In contrast to content features,
ontological representation of domain knowledge contained in the site makes it possible to have a uniform
architecture to model such objects, their properties, and their relationships.

In this section we will present a general framework for fully utilizing domain ontologies in Web usage
mining and personalization. Figure 1 lays out a general process for such an integrated approach. As before,
it is composed of 3 main phases: preprocessing, pattern discovery and online recommendation. Each of these
phases must now take into account the object properties and their relationships.
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Figure 1: A Framework for Personalization Based on Domain Ontologies

4.1 Ontology Preprocessing

The ontology preprocessing phase takes as input domain information (such as database schema and meta-
data, if any) as well as Web pages, and generates the site ontology. For simple Web sites, ontologies can be
easily designed manually or derived semi-automatically from the site content. However, it is more desirable
to have automatic ontology acquisition methods for large Web site, especially in web sites with dynamically
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generated Web pages. E-commerce web sites, for instance, usually have well-structured Web content, includ-
ing predefined metadata or database schema. Therefore it is easier to build automatic ontology extraction
mechanisms that are site-specific.

There have been a number of efforts dealing with the ontology learning problem [4, 8, 11, 2]. A wide
range of information, such as thesauri, content features, and database schema can help to identify ontologies.
Many of these approaches have focused on extracting ontological information from the Web, in general. In [1]
the notion of “Semantic Web Mining” was introduced, including a framework for the extraction of a concept
hierarchy and the application of data mining techniques to find frequently occurring combinations of concepts.

Keyword bag: {Boy, Hugh, Grant, 
Weitz, witty, crowdpleasing, 
romantic, comedy, movie, starring, 
emotionally, dating, British, 
friendship, Universal, PG-13}

From http://www.reel.com/movie.asp?MID=134706

About a boy

Actors: {H.Grant0.6; 
Toni Collette: 0.4}
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Figure 2: Example of Ontology Preprocessing

Figure 2 shows a “Movie” instance “About a Boy” and its related attributes and relations extracted from
a Web page. The schema of the concept “Movie” is shown at the bottom left portion of the figure. Here we
treat the concepts “Genre” and “Year” as attributes of the concept “Movie”. The instances of the ontology
are shown at the bottom right of the figure. The “Genre” attribute contains a partial order among labels
representing a concept hierarchy of movie genres. We use a restriction of this partial order to represent the
Genre to which the Movie instance belongs. The diagram also shows a keyword bag containing the important
keywords in that page.

4.2 Pattern Discovery

As depicted in Figure 1 domain ontologies can be incorporated into usage preprocessing to generate semantic
user transactions (pre-mining), or they can be integrated into pattern discovery phase to generate semantic
usage patterns. Here we will focus on the latter approach.

Given a discovered usage profile (a set of pageview-weight pairs), as described earlier, we can transform
it into a domain-level aggregate representation of the underlying objects ( [6]. To distinguish between the
representations we call the original discovered pattern an “item-level” usage profile, and we call the new
profile based on the domain ontology a “domain-level” aggregate profile. The item-level profile is first
represented as a weighted set of objects: pr = {〈o1, wo1〉, 〈o2, wo2〉, . . . , 〈on, won〉} in which each oi is an
object in the underlying domain ontology and wi represents oi’s significance in the profile pr. The profile
represents a set of objects accessed together frequently by a group of users (as determined through Web usage
mining). Objects, in the usage profile, that belong to the same class are combined to form an aggregated
pseudo object belonging to that class. An important benefit of aggregation is that the pattern volume is
significantly reduced, thus relieving the computation burden for the recommendation engine. Our goal is to
create an aggregate representation of this weighted set of objects to characterize the common interests of
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Figure 3: A Weighted Set of Objects in a Usage Profile from a Movie Web Site

Figure 4: An Example of Domain-Level Aggregate Profile from a Movie Web site

the user segment captured by the usage profile at the domain level.
The aggregation process requires that a “Combination Function ” ψa be defined for each attribute a of

an object in the domain ontology. Figures 3 and 4 show an example of such process. Each movie object
has attribute “Name”, “Actor”, “Genre” and “Year”. For the attribute Name, we are interested in all the
movie names appearing in the instances. Thus we can define ψName to be the union operation performed
on all the singleton Name attributes of all movie objects. On the other hand, the attribute Actor contains a
weighted set of objects belonging to class Actor. In fact, it represents the relation “Starring” between the
actor objects and the movie object. In such cases we can use a vector-based weighted mean operation as the

combination function. In this case, the weight for an actor object o is determined by w′
o =

∑
i
wi·wo∑
i
wi

.

Applying ψActor to our example will result in the aggregate actor object {〈S, 0.58〉, 〈T, 0.27〉, 〈W, 0.09〉,
〈U, 0.05〉}. As for the attribute Year, the combination function may create a range of all the Year values
appearing in the objects. Another possible solution is to discretize the full Year range into decades and find
the most common decades that are in the domains of the attribute. Applying ψY ear to our example may
result in an aggregate instance Y ear′ of attribute Year, namely [1999, 2002].

The attribute Genre of concept Movie contains a partial order representing a concept hierarchy among
different Genre values. The combination function, in this case, can perform tree (or graph) matching to
extract the common parts of the conceptual hierarchies among all instances. Applying ψGenre to the example
will result in an aggregate instance Genre′ of attribute Genre with the value {“Romance”}.

Figure 3 shows the item-level usage profile and its representation as a weighted set of objects. Figure 4
depicts the resulting domain-level aggregate profile. Note that the original item-level profile gives us little
information about the reasons why these objects were commonly accessed together. However, after we
characterize this profile at the domain-level, we find some interesting patterns: they all belong to Genre
“Romance”, and the actor S has a high score compared with other actors. This might tell us that this group
of users are interested particularly in the movies belonging to “Romance” and are particularly fond of the
actor S.
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Figure 5: Online Recommendation Enhanced by Domain Ontologies

4.3 Online Recommendation Phase

In contrast to transaction-based usage profiles, semantic usage profiles capture the underlying common
properties and relations among those objects. This fine-grained domain knowledge, captured in aggregate
form enables more powerful approaches to personalization. As before, we consider the browsing history of
the current user, i.e., active session, to be a weighted set of Web pages that the user has visited. The same
transformation described in the last subsection can be used to create a semantic representation of the user’s
active session. We call this representation the current user profile.

Figure 5 presents the basic procedure for generating recommendations based on semantic usage profiles.
The recommendation engine matches the current user profile against the discovered domain-level aggregate
profiles. The usage profiles with matching score greater than some pre-specified threshold are considered to
represent this user’s potential interests. A successful match implies that the current user shares common
interests with the group of users represented by the usage profile. The matching process results in an
extended user profile which is obtained by applying the aggregation process described above to the matching
domain-level profiles together with the original user profile.

The recommendation engine then instantiates the user’s extended profile to real Web objects and will
recommend them to the user. We can also exploit structural relationships among classes during the rec-
ommendation process. For example, if a concept hierarchy exists among objects, and the recommendation
engine can not find a good match for a user profile at a certain concept level, then it can generalize to a
more abstract level (e.g., from “romantic comedy” to “romance”).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper explores various approaches for integrating semantic knowledge into the personalization process
based on Web usage mining. We have considered approaches based on the extraction of semantic features
from the textual content contained in a site and their integration with Web usage mining tasks and per-
sonalization both in the pre-mining and the post-mining phases of the process. We have also presented a
framework for Web personalization based on full integration of domain ontologies and usage patterns. The
examples provided throughout the paper reveal how such a framework can provide insightful patterns and
smarter personalization services. We leave some interesting research problems for open discussion and fu-
ture work. Most important among these are techniques for computing similarity between domain objects
and aggregate domain-level patterns, as well as learning techniques to automatically determine appropriate
combination functions used in the aggregation process.
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